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RESULTS OF TESTS OF A
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER
(-139 CONFIGURATION) 0.0175-SCALE MODEL (NO. 29-0)
IN AEDC TUNNEL F TO DETERMINE
HYPERSONIC HEATING EFFECTS (OHM
By
M. Quan, Rockwell International Space Division
ABSTRACT
This report presents the results from wind tunnel tests to determine
hypersonic aerodynamic heating .rate§ on a NASA/Rockwell Space Shuttle
Orbiter.
The objectives of this test were to determine Mach number effects,
if any, and to obtain overall heating rate data at high Mach numbers from
10.5 to 15. The model used was a 0.0175-scale model built to Rockwell
Orbiter lines VL70-000139. The model identity number is 29-0. These
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This report presents the test description and data obtained from wind
tunnel tests conducted to determine hypersonic aerodynamic heating rates on
a WASA/Rockwell Space Shuttle Orbiter configuration. Mach number effects
were of special interest. The NASA/Rockwell number for this test was OH11
and the facility project number was VA 354. These tests were conducted
in Tunnel F of the von Karmen Facility at the Arnold Engineering Development
Center (AEDC) from October 24 through November 2, 1973.
The model used was an 0.0175-scale Orbiter model based on Rockwell





B/2 wing semispan, 8.2 in.
h H heat-transfer coefficient determined at a
particular gauge location, Q/ ( Taw - Tw)
href HREF reference heat transfer coefficient based on test
section stagnation conditions on a 0.21-in. radius
hemisphere, QO/(To - Tw)
Ho HO stagnation enthalpy, Btu/lbm
hw enthalpy at model wall temperature, 134.2 Btu/lbm
L model	 length, 23.226 in.
Mr
.
M-INF free-stream Mach number
Po PO tunnel reservoir pressure, Asia
p^ POP stagnation pressure measured behind the
free-stream normal shock, psia
P. P-INF free-stream static pressure, Asia
q Q heat-transfer rate, Stu/tt2-sec
q^ Q-INF free-stream dynamic pressure, Asia
qo QO or Q-0 stagnation heat-transfer rate on a 0.21--in.
radius hemisphere. Btu/ft2-sec
Q1-Q89 heat-transfer gauge designations on model
gref QREF reference heat-transfer rate (same as qo},
Btu/ft2-sec
Re,,,/ft RE/FT Reynolds number based on free-stream conditions
and 1-ft length
RE-L Reynolds number based on free-stream conditions




















. I	 I } NOMENCLATURE (Concluded)
Computer
Printout	 Definition
RHO-INF	 free-stream density, 1bm/ft3
5TO or 5T-0 Stanton number for measured hemisphere stagnation
heat-transfer rate, 40 /EPA ( Um ) (Uo - hw}
TO	 reservoir temperature, °R
T-DIF
	
free-stream static temperature, °R
adiabatic wall temperature, (Taw nTo)




axial distance along the model measured from the noEe,
in.
axial distance along the model measured from the
leading edge of the wing, in.
angle of attack, deg
local flow deflection angle, a + 0, deg
enthalpy recovery factor, n = 0.867 + 0.133 sin 1.55
d
local model surface angle relative to centerline,
deg (see Table III)
angle between a guage and vertical plane through
the centerline of the model, deg
I
,NOTE:	 Reference stagnation conditions (q
	
and qo ) were measured on a







Wind tunnel tests were conducted on a 0.0175-scale model of the
Rockwell International Space Shuttle Orbiter to determine aerodynamic
heating rates on the vehicle. Data from these tests were compared with
data from other tunnel tests. Since tunnel F has a high Mach number cap-
ability, it was of special interest to use these data for the determina-
tion of Mach number effects on heating rates.
Data were recorded using resistance thermometer slug calorimeters
}	 and co-axial surface thermocouples. Details on this instrumentation are 	 -'
I given in the Instrumentation Section.
Model angles of attack were varied from 25 0 to 450 with 0° sideslip.
1	 Nominal Mach number range was from 10.5 to 16 and Reynolds number from
I
^	 1.0 to 10.0 x 106/ft. Tunnel F operates using a constant volume reservoir
I with set initial charge densities. Reservoir conditions decay with time
during each run, resulting in varying Mach and Reynolds numbers over a
run. Initial reservoir conditions are set so that the sweep in values of
the tunnel parameters will include the requested Mach/Reynolds number
combination. The Run Schedule shows the nominal conditions and the
Reynolds number range in which tabulated data were collected.
This test is also documented by AEDC report number AEDC-DR-74-16
(Reference 2) by A. H. Boudreau (ARO, Inc.)_ Much of the information con-
tained in the following text was obtained from that source. In addition,
i	 the AEDC report contains plots of the data with some comparisons made









The model tested was an 4.0175-scale model of the Space Shuttle
Orbiter built to Rockwell lines VL70-000139 (designated model number 29-0).
This model was fabricated from 15-5 PH stainless steel. The wing and
vertical tail were each built as one solid piece. Exterior contour lines
followed the control surfaces in a , undeflected position.
Since the model contained no removable,deflectable, or interchange-
able parts, configuration variations could not be tested. Therefore,
individual components were not referred to. The run schedule merely lists
the model by its number, 29-0. However, for information, the following
nomenclature symbols had been assigned to the components of the configu-
ration tested.











Sixty gauges of two types were used to measure heating rates on the
model surface. Locations of these gauges are shown in Figure 2a. The
two types of gauges were resistance thermometer slug calorimeters (RT)
and co-axial surface thermometers (co-ax),
Fourteen RT gauges were installed on model leeward surfaces. The RT
gauges were built 0.250-in, diameter to be used where the heat transfer
rate range was expected to be O.05 to 50 Btu/ft 2 -sec. These gauges used
a thin-film platinum resistance thermometer to sense the back surface
temperature of an aluminum disc, the front of which was flush to the model
surface. The calorimeters were optimized to measure a given range of
heat flux by an appropriate selection of the aluminum disc thickness. Un-
fortunately, since these discs were made flat across their surface, a
small deviation from model surface contour resulted across the diameter
of the gauges when they were installed.
Forty-six 0.125-in. diameter, co-ax thermocouple gauges were also used
on this model. The surface contour of these gauges matched exactly that
of the model since the thermocouple sensing surface could be worked to
the model shape and still function properly. These gauges were comprised
of an electrically insulated chromel wire enclosed in a constantan cylin-
drical jacket. A thin-film junction was made at the model surface by
lightly polishing with fine sandpaper. They had a higher operating range
(5 to 500 Btu/ft2-sec.) than the RT gauges and were placed in areas such
as the lower surface where higher heating rates were expected. Because 	 t
INSTRUMENTATION (Concluded)
they matched the model surface contour so well, they did not cause early
boundary layer transition with its subsequent higher heating rate.
Tunnel conditions were monitored using two 1-inch diameter 'emisphere-
cylinders instrumented with slug calorimeters. The hemisphere-cylinders
were installed at an appropriate distance from the model to eliminate
shock interference. A pitot probe was located near each hemisphere-cylin
der to measure the normal shock stagnation pressure. Test section pitot








The Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel (F) is an arc-driven wind tunnel of the
hotshot type and capable of providing Mach numbers from about 7.5 to 20
over a unit Reynolds number range from 0.05 x 105 to 75 x 105 per foot.
Test sections of 108-in. diameter (M = 14 to 20) and 54-in. diameterco
(M = 10 to 17) are available using a 4-deg., hale-angle conical nozzle.
The range of Mach numbers at a particular test station in the conical
nozzle is obtained by using various throat diameters. The M = 8 contoured
nozzled has a 25-in. exit diameter which connects to the 54-in. diameter
test section and provides a free-jet exhaust. The test gas can be either
air or nitrogen. The 'ast gas is confined in either a 2.5 cu. ft. or a
4.0 cu. ft. arc chamber where it is heated and compressed by an electric
arc discharge. The increase in pressure results in a diaphram rupture with
the subsequent flow expansion through the nozzle. Test times are typically
from 50 to 200 msec. Shadowgraphs and Schlieren coverage are available
at both test sections.
This test was conducted in the 54-in. diameter test section of the
conical nozzle for M = 10.1-16.2. Nitrogen was the test gas. The 2.5co
and 4.0 ft  arc chambers were used, and useful test times up to approximately
100 msec, were obtained.
TEST PROCEDURE
Variables for this test were Mach number, Reynolds number, and angle
of attack. Prior to making a run, these variables were set with the proper
facility nozzle, throat diameter, arc chamber pressure and sting angle.
The tunnel was fired with an electric arc discharge. The nitrogen
within the arc chamber was heated by this discharge and the resultant
increase in pressure ruptured a diaphram,which released the gas into the
nozzle.
As gas left the arc chamber, reservoir pressure declined with a re-
sulting decay of tunnel parameters. Gauge output was scanned with a digi-
tal system. Oscillographs were also used to record the output of each
channel as a back-up and for a quick look at results. As reservoir pres-
sure declined, timewise scans of data resulted in variations of Reynolds
number. Thus, a single run contained data for a range of Reynolds numbers.
11
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DATA REDUCTION
Output of the heat transfer gauges was converted by AFDC from direct
functions of temperature vs. time to Q/Qref and H/Href vs, time. Tabula-
tions of these values for each run are presented in the back of this re-
port.
Statements made below on data uncertainty are based on information
presented in the AFDC data report for this test, AEDC--DR-74 . 16 by A. H.
Boudreau (ARO, Inc.).
The determination of the free--stream and reservoir conditions was
based on the measured balues po, po, and qo. Uncertainties for these
parameters are ±4, ±5, and f5 percent, respectively, based on calibration
and data acquisition accuracy as well as uncertainties associated with
testing under dynamic conditions. Using the Taylor series method of









Uncertainties in heat transfer rates (q) were a function of flow con-
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DATA REDUCTION (Continued)
sometimes approached the limits of the instrumentation, which resulted
higher data uncertainties. Bottom centerline gauges 34, 38, 41, 44, 47
and 50 (figure 2-a) had low outputs,so pre-amp units were used to boost
the signal to noise ratio. Separate uncertainty values are provided fo
these gauges. The table below lists the uncertainties in the heat tran
fer rates by'their location on the model.
Location of Model 	 Range (Btu/ft 2-sec)	 Uncertainty (percen
Bottom centerline	 q > 5	 + 9
(w/o pre-amps)	 -
q<,	 +-75
Bottom Centerline	 > l	 + 9
(w/ pre-amps)	 -
Bottom of Wing	 q > 5	 k 9
q < 5	 + 15





The uncertainties associated with model data non-dimensionalized with free-
stream con ditions (h) or stagnation conditions and free stream (h
ref) are	 5.
based on the uncertainties of tunnel parameters and q i s given above. These
uncertainties are propagated through the appropriate equations by the
Taylor series method of error propagation to yield the following estimates
of data uncertainty (Tw uncertainty considered negligible); s









h/ href + 12
h/href + 17
Comments
for with + 9 percent uncertainty
for G with ± 15 percent uncertainty
for 9 with + 9 percent uncertainty
for q with + 15 percent uncertainty
for q with + 9 percent uncertainty
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION	 Fuselage, 3 configuration, 1iahtwei2ht
orbiter per Rockwell Lines VL70-000139
.. 
MQDFJ, . $CALF,; 0. 01 7 15
	 ^	 ..
DRAWING NUMBER , 	 vL^o—ooc^T ^a




Max Width	 In -
Max Depth , In.
Fineness Ratio














GENERAL DESCRIPTION	 carifiguzatim a ppr Rngj5= -1 t 'neQ
VL70-000139
DRAWING NUMBER ; VL70_000139
DIMENSIONS : 	 FULL SCALE
	
MODEL SCALE




























MODEL COMPONENT BDDY,_I uP_ E,5 .—.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION	 Config4ration ner Rockwell Lines
VL70--000139
MODEL SCALE. 0.0175
DRAWING NUMBER: ju aa.aow
DIMENSIONS
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TABLE III (CONT'D)
MODEL COMPONENT	 OMS POD -- M
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 	 C f^7^_
.nZ . ^ti S2I1 per Rockwell Lines
VL70-000139.
sags a3e








Length , in.	 346.0	 6.055
Max Width, In.	 108.0	 0.890




r4. v MODELCOMFONENT: VERTICAL - V7
GEITIMAL DESCRIPTION: Centerline vertical tail, double-wedge airfoilM
wJ. rounded leading edge •
NOTE: Same as V,^but with manipulator housing removed.
MODEL SCALE: O.C175
DRAUNG NUMBER: VL70-000139
DIMENSIONS:	 FULL SCALE MODEL SCI LE
TOTAL D.9TA
Iwea ( Theo) - Ft 
Planform












F s . Sta . of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 MAC
Airfoil Sec L-Lon
Leading Wedge ,^n,gle - Deg.




































Void I:.rea	 13.17	 _O.OQ4
Blanke ted Area	 Q_2^	 0.0 .
,g
TABLE III (COWD)
MODEL COMPOKE.NT , _ WING-W -
I 
-zENERA:. DESCR. 11TIO : Qnnfi c+1^7et; r„ _a „p	 ,Pr i r.. ^. . ur,7a-4S^S?l ^a
F




rf 7 ^, i,rinz.^	 ?e^1SLlPa^	 °----^^ d —	 ^-..-...—.-.r^.c^:l..^Cx 1....x.3 
---•^w.^+. ^ 	 w
f
^	 -	 MfInFL Sf`AI ,F; fl ^^^ '..?G  a .,	 e...
7S? :'N" •	 DWG. NO.
DIME^'i SIONS:	 FULL-SCALE	 MODEL SCALE
TOTAL OA':'A




	 4^F, _ hf3	 , 6Aspect Ratio 9F5
Rate of Taper	 1.177	 -1
raper Ratio	 n^^^	 L9L,^ -Dihedral Angle, degrees




Aerodynamic Twist, degrees	 on
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge	 X5.000	 -4ZIM
Trailing Edge
_10, 240








s. Sta. ryoo 'f ,25 MAC	 i l ^F, fi^l _	 1 Q ^,9^W.P. of .25 MAC
	 24(1.73'x7_
	 X72




Span, (Theo) In. BP108	 72Q.68	 i^,612
h	 Aspect .Ratio	 2,p5g_	 7.05g
Taper °;t io	 Q. 245_
	 Q. 245
Chords
j^	 Root BP108	 562 .40 	 9.842




Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
	
1184.21 	 20.743
W.P. of . 25 MAC	 290.683
	 5 .139
B.L. of .25 MAC
	 251-76	 4. 4





Ti p b 0.120
	 0.120
t	 Data for (1) of (2) SidesLeading Edge. Cuff 2	 " ?:
Planform Area Ft 
j	 Leading Edge Intersects Fus r+1. L. @ Stiff4^ Q -












TABLE IV. - FUSELAGE GAUGE LOCATIONS
Normalized Length vs. Local Model Surface Angle
FUSELAGE LOWER SURFACE
CENTERLINE
Gauge # X/L 8 - cle g Gauge #
1 .005 52.25 10
2 .020 20.5





16 .200 2.0 Gauge #
20 . 25^0^ 1.25
23 .300 1.0 23
31 .400 1.0 25


























Gauge # X^C G-deg Gauge #f` X/C 0 -deg
52 .082 5.35 59 .1 6.7
53 .302 2.5 60 .2 5.65
54 .447 2.65 61 .3 4.65
55 .591 2.25 62 .56 2.85
56 .736 0 63 .7 1,4
57 .881 --0.75 64 .9 -4075
50% F"SPAN 60% mFSPAx
Gauge # X^C 0 -deg Gauge # X%G G	 -1 e g
65 .176 4.55. 68 . 1 4.95
66 .484 5.0 69 .2 4.8
82 .7 1.85 70 •43 5.4
71 .6 3.5
72 .8 -.1.55
75% HALFSPAN 85% HALFSPAN
Gauge # X%C 8 - deg Gauge # X%C 9- 4eg
74 5.3 79 .1 5.6
80
.3 5.35
• 81 .5 4.6
Notes:
Positive directions of force coefficients,
moment coefficients, and angles are
indicated by arrows
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability
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a. Side View of Model Installation
Figure 3. - Model photographs.
Wb. Lower Front View of Model Installation
Figure 3. - Concluded.
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ARNOLD AIR F4 HCE_57A31C.Nt_TERHa-
'	 NASA / RI OH
-11 SHOTTLE ORBITtR TEST
TEST CCN4III0N5	 - ' 7FST GA5' "NITFIObtN --------------- •--- •"--------- -----	 _- -	 ---------	 ---	 0-0.	 ST-0 BASED ON_	 r210"fIYCH_TiAVIUS- -_-_--..------




MODEL LE l eGTH 23.226	 ;hCHES .......... ----- ...............
TI ME	 P-INF	 Rn0-INF	 T-INF U-INF M-INF O-INF RE/FT R_E_-_L PO T4 Ho	 40 STU/ 5TO	 POP	 "PEF BTU/ a
M a-EG - esi	 l{tM/CU-FT UEb R FT/SEC PSIA 9 10-6 910-6 PSIA 0FG R HTU%LtlM- SOFT-SE; ASIA 56FT-SEC
en	 •OP165 . uVlb1 4 100 . 6 5n08	 11.61 , 5.N69 , 3.6290 , 7.0?39 6841 P556 6.984E 02	 1 43.9 .02719	 10.0 4 5	 . 07 1 4 ......................
7u	 .049I12
	 .001t,64	12D.7 6.314	 11.54 4.576 2.1725 4 .2049 5670 3000 d-258E 02	 157.5 .033136	 8.467	 .0640
96	 .g3A310 .0901e D	 129.3 6527 13.56 . 3.582. - .1.5452 . 2.9406 4706 31 48 8.824E u2	 152.3 .03996 ,- 6.632 - ._ •05O3 ---------- -- __.++----r	 1113	 .031H= 7	•0007 T h	114 . 7 6159	 11 . 54 2.969 1.51RA 209396
-_




--	 ----	 ..-----------•- -----
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...__--... .-.-__-----.._
,.. .--...-_ •---------------•-----`-•-----------------------------------------------------------------------------`---------------------------------
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 ------------------------------- --------------------------------------- u
- - ------------- ._.------------------- tea
_.-.	 --_•	 •-__
	 ............ -- --------------------- - ---- r------------------------
"___________ ---------• --- •----""•--- -•'•---'- -••--------•---------
	 -------------»-'-•'----------------- - -------
•	 .__-.	 .	 --------	 .____._.-__________________________---..-..------------------------------- - -------------------- .--- -.-	 ----- _----- ._._.------------------ ..... --------------------- ---______.__...-.1 	 .
-.-..--___ .______-____--_.___._-__.._--.».-«-----.-_----,•_________ __________ «-«-.----- ..----- ---- ._-__---__----------««..--.-..-_.-_-_.______«__. __--»-««---»-----»-..,...^-...r	 .
.--..•.	 --__	 -.__...-.»-_-...___.______________________--_..»-_..- .--»----»_.___-____-__-______-_
40
.--.._....-.___--_..-___-__-_-_--_- _--- .--_ ---------------------- -_----.-«-
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_ ARnnLO.AI R F_CpCE_ STa T1CN. 7 Nlla	 ............hASA / Q1 ON
- 1 . 1 SHUTTLE ORBITO TEST
	











i:1	 C2	 Q3	 +iii " -	 if7	 ^8	 OlD ._., fllf .._ 012












	 8 7	 2*	 7tl	





__. I 1597^^13254,a13906^aI0162	 u
.12296 .15093 .16394 .09680 -10 969 .10176 .12213 .12651 •0858"
	
96	 ,5190 ,
 030254 . •21!96 •18141... •1 5533.__.13506-__•1I547.
-
,13639 -.14666 .06753 .10407 ,09339 ...11536._-.11536 •
_,.07361___ggj	 lla	 ,5333 11 .30212 .21tl53 .17793 .15274 .13290 •1()938 •13713 .1460d .08056 610429 .09107 .11561 .11828 -47928 _ __ 
----_x -
	
T1 04E	 03	 u3 r7'	 U41	 U44





	 054	 Q55	 Qy6
	 057
	 059




llilas __. 1dy24^. . 115'47- • 18747t^26597 .^.s1y073^eli264._.I0445
_ t11P14 _-17797 _•2528H^ •249^+5_ 11 73 7g ^1^119 ^1638^	 y
	
7tf	
•816 •07620 .0041 •077nI •10421 .07tlE6 .1()733 •00979 .07987 .07331 .OBR27 •10595 .13374 .09769 .09980t^	 9(p	 .07416..07141 9 0 6792 .07)41 •Oy6Afj . ,O7n03 •1U30 0
 .08205 . 07103 006566 .0716? •082 131 .12432 ..04758
	
lib	
.07157 ,06612 .05742 .050118 .06617 .04476 •10326 •07921 
• 06A48 •06074 .06074 •06808 •12454	 - 8 98._ ._ _.....n
	
Ht 	 d62	 063
	 U64	 U65'	 066 - --- ud? -
	06A!	 069






T	 7	 T2 ^	 Q74	 079._	 ppp	 081-	 ,n
	




74	 . Dgtl48 .08340 . 076'08 . 14155 . 10675 . O y :3c8 .lU g E q
 .158ao .11165 .08224 .06096 
.23360 . 25577 . 39 10 4 6206115




. 0 0 1 56 ._.0 11 161_..06143 _ .13595 --. p97 T6__.De22 4








.	 19 ^ 
ME	 .	 .	
























4pD _..06252 - •OI000 --- .002z0 - .D0114 .01470 •00108. •00102 
. 00210 _ •OD978 -------
	
118	
.01169 .00044 •01355 .06568 .61060 .002 62 .00120 .01425 . 0004 1 .()0160 .00222 .00969
























































	UA I E *	 10-31-13 -------------------------------------------- * ---------------  -- --- __.... - 	 ------------	 ----------- r
	












---- --- --`--------- -^rpAl TRANSFE R- DATA'I^/OHEF1 	 •	 .
	
TIKE
	 sit ..	 G2 - ...0^ -----•-1}6- ----••o!•-----`--a8
	 410-	 011	 0I2	 013	
016 ..... tl0 
-.
 
..025 ------ 026' ----- 1531 ------------- ^
--- b0 o`= Q OOD._.3 4 Q0o_122y0^,S 95nn .15aEQ_ 4^^ OR_^13 5U0^1500Q_:16000_Y09 zOQ-+ 075 Q--10 500_^211D4,s_I254G^-^?2^0 (1 	a
	
7N	 .56631 .313E3 .21bo q
 •18090 .15200 •13579 .11250 -13800 •15000 •U85DO .10000 •09250 011101 •11500 •07900
	
9h	
.51413 .29000 +20451 .16935 -•14391 _..12 ,452 .10578 .12448 .13436 .07700 .09500 .p85pO .14500 .1o9Q0. •06700_.__-__"___.•
	
11b	 .53323 08932 .20x63 .165.14 .14126 .12d3D .1DO00 -12537 .13355 .07592 .09SOO .08211 .1054)0 .10561 .072o0
	
iI>aL	 034	 038
	 041 •-	 U4A ^	 047--­ '   050-	 052	 053	 054	 055	 056 ,	 057	 059 -- - 1760 - .. 061 ----------^n
	
61 ._ .10000___,044 00 .10 00- .1 69^° ^23R61-a1b Vd1112.0_ ^O gso0._.910750 -9 1 61 74 ._.22 826-.22540-.16000_-_.I 4900--j1500 0 	.
	
7d	 ,U7e'z0 .96427 .+16400 .07UnO .04390 ,07000 .ov Aeo .08197 .07295 •U66Htl .04000 *09540 .12358 .04000 n 0907b
	
46	 .66750 .D b5O0 n 06uoo. .06540 .011740, .07Q 45 .09500 .07500 .06500 .06000 * 06500 •07500 .01500 ..09000...013000-_----__--__a
	
118	 0 p f•5U0 .06006 .05215 .046?1 .05966 •04000 .0 ,) 44H .07226 .06250 .05537 .05500 .06152 .11500 .Ot775 .07902;
	




Do6	 U62	 Gtr F1	 QFi9	 070
	
071	 x]72
	 074	 079	 090	 081 - --------- a
_- 6v __^Z12l ya^0095_ 1624)1 ,1 4 0-10_._.!1 ,1 009-	 1 0 UU p ...• 2e -`C4.r.2o036_,.19157 , _1 4000._.10000 __!,27000___y 4 1000
	 X30350 	u
	
TO	 .UQ uuo .0 8500 .06000 .1?Dno .10090 .40500 •114 59
 .14594 -ln790 -0753D .05500 •215no -23560 .34000 .14000
	
90	 •07504 .n74CO ..059no •12500 -O gDOD • 0 7500 . 1 6 072 •12822 .pv500 tp6420 .05000 .18SSIO.:'9689 - •2. 1 898 _.13340_-___-_-
	
11H	 .074UD .0 0500 .04400 -1254)0 -09000 .QBId5 .10000 •13nOO .OQF,00 .07411 .0'5 A02 .1dd22 .29694 .2t361 •13000
	








b9	 .00999 ,04 1450_..01900. .05380 _ .00730._.00210 .OQOSS .01389 600135 _.00199--.00168 _.01202 _
	 s.
	
70	 .01000 .00820 .0191P .0554)0 .00798 .00,2 10 .0010+ ,01350 .00110 .00110 .601bo •()0300
	
94	
.01013..00770 ..01167- .05500 .00ed0 ...00,240 ..00140 .01300 ,00095 ..00089 .901135 ..D0d60 --- -------------- -.---------.-------- ^- -^
	

















..._.	 _... .... ....... .-•• ........ --' --------------------
. __._.
	
---....._.. ._.. .. '-
	 --	
.._._-- ------------------ -------------------------------------------- -----------u
__..
	 ..-.-	 ..._.------------------- - ---------------------------------------------- .-------------- - ----------- .-------
____...-----------
.------------------------------------------------------------- -
_...-.	 ..	 .---- .------- _----.-- ------------------------------------------ --"-_____--_-_-•.--_______-----
	
------------ ------- -------------------------------------------- _--------------------
..............................
.-_..___---------------------------------------------------- ------------ ------- . --------------------------------------- -----------
-__^-__i
. -. ... .... ... _._..----------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------•---------------------------•--------•-------------------------------
	 ------'•..-
-	 --	 ----------------- --•
	 --	 -- •------------------ ........... 	 42	
__ ----- .. -----------------------------------------------------------------------
----- ---




-- -	 ------------------------------------ ----------- .........
	
- .......... ..._ •---
	 -----------------------------
RUN 4518
f	 t	 r^-	 r	 r	 r	 r r r r- r	 r	 r	 r	 r
,=^	 ^	 ^.. -,----
--------------------- -- -------------------
ux1E s	 11- 1-73
PROJECT NUPOER.. VA354w123f &---------------------------•------- ---------•-------------•-------------...--•------------•-------•-------------------------_-------------
_ ARm'ILD AIR F00CE_..51AT KN9_T.ENn r
nASA / RI O H-11 SHUTTLE CRBITtR TEST
TEST CCH01IoryS	 7c5T GAS NIT	 --------------- 0-0 n 51-0 BASED ON	 - .210 INCtf'RAyLIIS '°-----°--°
ANaU OF A TTAC K 35.000 uEA.	
-	 -----------------.._.
_.... --..	 .._ ..
	 .......... 




P- TNF	 AHn— ItF 	- Ii.F	 U- INF t2- INF 0— INF__	 _T RE/FT R E -L PO TO HO _UO BTU/..-- STO	 POP _ HPEF BTU/ -a
' ++ SEC	 PSIA LFO/CU-FT UEG R FTISEC T	 PSIA X 10 -6 %1e-6 PSIA DEG R BTU&UH 	SOFT-SEC	 PSIA SOFT-SEC
8b	 .93 r H0 .0012G 4 	77 . d	 6392 1 +1.53-. 5 . 302.-.3 .135 15._. F.4Sa5 ..• 17074 - 2P99 8 . 351E 02 .172.3	 . 03193	 9 . 822	 ..0731- ----- --------------d._.
10cs	 0035UCtti .000969	 94.b	 6n72 14.17	 4.932 2.7405 5.3042 15404 3345 9.664E 02	 203 . 6	 .0*674	 9.146	 .0726
1 4 R	 *02 9 13 4 •000 7 49 101 . 6	 7F.5A 14.04	 4.022 - .20258 3.9210 12793. 3548 1.020E 03	 196.4	 .04192	 7.462	 _.•0653 ----•-



















- ------------------------------------ --•--------------------------------- ---------------------------------------























..	 .-.. ...	 . ... ... .... 
...»....------._....-_ ............ .-..__•-•-•-------------- ....._-
------•---- -	









-.-.-. ------------------------------------- »--. -------- . .. «-.---»».--.....;
.....	 ...	




















._.........-.......--- ------------------------------ .-.^ ----------- ------
-----. -_	 --------	





lob : 7 0019- .41113 .27tp?Q .24623
.20278 17883 W61 .17670 .19978





* 13172 .14599	 15168	 M69--9
U41 044 047 050 OS2 Q%3 054 uss 056 457
-105 7 9 .13e66 * 126h6 * 11460 *12020 -13195 .11901 .21046	
.1t236	 .1lob53
86 .01197	 .00 1^sfl .01-3 q 6 .0622] 6009b? OU222 * ou,OF, -01?10
	 ' .00100 *00119 * 00117 .01619 .00217
142 .011^f o	 .0009 .0141 7 ' 059PS ' 00998 -00 25 -9 -00142 .01702 -00219*00105 -!GD136 -00139 #01292 oCO253
`




This Run was tripped ---"by roughunmm a t X/L
---














---_- -^-. .. - _--_--
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	 ^	 (	 'n^^` 	 (	 ^---^^^
^	
-__--''- ---_-_-----------'_---_--'_' -'--.--. ..^'_----_-'----'---__----'__--''--_____-=






nxS^ / nz 01-11 m pur,LE nmux`L» `ES` 	 1
.	
-----__------'-'------.--- -- . -- ' ---'--'--'-.---'_-'--'-_---_---' 	 ^Hc«r rn^~ yrcw DATA (^ovcr)	 .
--"
^	 r^°^	 ux	 cn	
on- ---^^'''--^^----'^^-- o^^--
^b' - pta'- ux^ -- uz6---ora--'^^s '--^a6'---m^^---^'
^	 o° _,n^000_^+^oou_" 	 u	 rjsn__°lrp*o-^^ans9	 u_^
	
-
,u"	 ./uouo " +uouv .26vov.230"o ° 18800 ° z*swo ° pvoo ° 1*200 ° 17400 ! o*xov ° 12500 .xmvnn " 13300 ° xouoo °x°nop
	
^^*	 .64736 .38 000 .ra^ly " aenoo ° xraro- ' .zs"aa. " xJ000 ,x«ton .17500 ,n*aov " 11500 ~m000 ° xaaox ,1oonn.- ^ neonu ------------^
	




,or*am ^ p **om ^ p*vuo ^.an7 p s ^26810 
-
.16000 - ° 1me0o .Jx000 ~eeoo * 27000 * 2$1000 ^ aaevo .270 00 ° *500 .253 00
'	 zvu	 \7vvv-^.1"000_61 v u p n "?>o0n-_^av000-_"^"^~o_^l^^ou "z^*on--°l6ouox*^on--°»^ovn--"^oeuo--°u^oou-_^^^soV__^aouvo--__-_-d/*2 --^1^000 ,junco .1000n -- ,1x y oo .130 ,30 .o ysoo ° 1aeun -- .1xuoo .10!;00 011000 .1200o .xouoo .1*500 " xsnoo °13tioo
	




e6	 .27300)9e*3Qo ,17^:n .30090 .cuvoo-. pAono " a'ovo .245110 * 2F4000 -260r.0 -17500 ° s0000 .33M " +xoon -.33700-'-'-'--p
	
toa	 .210o" .1**oo ./svwo " a^000 .ua000 " leo * o .a .3f- 331oyo .21o^o .»0000 ~17moo ^ jjnoo ~ a54 0 4 .urnnu .^x^^ -260 00	 .
	




u*	 oo	 w^^	 015	 018	 ^^	 nzw	 opr	 n^o	 u*z	 uum	 uno	 u^n	 ^








.0002onov5 ^01500 .000 7 .0010* .one ' "01*20 °voxnv ^
	 ' --''^^ 	 - -----'-	
.
xo* ° o1omo ° uorr» .ote^s ^ ostsu .ovmuo .00210000109 001503 " ou,ov ^ 00169 .00113 .otIrs ^ noaoy --------..---1462 ' ,«mno ,uo,ro ,ox^ lio .osory .on000 ° nva»o ,ou\as ° 01501 .00vea .00120 .voxuc .oxx^o ^ooaas
This Run wmm tripped by roughness at m»L^ o^^
---------------- ------ -
	 ------------------------  -------------------- '--_ 	 ....... .._ ------------ ------------
















------_'---------------- '- ----------  -------------------- --_----'--- ---------------------------------- ------- - ---------------
^




















uA i( 	 *	 T 1-	 1 73 -----------------------^--------------------------	 --------•---- -- - ------------------
NRUJECT tiUNKEli__ x,4354!-2 F-A-------------- 	 ------------------ ----------------------------------•--- --------•-•---- -- -•-------------------------•-----------•-----------------------------AR6 9	Inc.
_ ARNOLO 4jR. FCACE_SjAnCNf _jFr4n.
NASA / R1 0 1
-11 SHUTTLE ORHITtR TF-51
r
LEST t(` IiGCIIUraS	 _TEST- GAS 'NITROGEN 0-09 ST-0 BASED"Gq 	 .210INCH ^AGIitS'---"--- ------
ANr•LF
	
OF	 AIT A C K




-- ----------------- MODEL LENGTH 23.226
	 lhCHES---------
	 -------------`
-	 TI++t	 P-INF __ RmO-IAF	 T-InF	 U- INF M- 1NF 0-INF	 RE/FT RE-L PO TO ND_ 00 HTU/	 STO
	
POP	 HmEF BTU/ u
*+SEC
	 PSIA LRN/CU-Ft OFG k FT/SEC




.D IJ C2dI	 rU01 h4 5	 9541	 SE51	 11 .59	5.665 - 3.7844 7 .3247 _._ 6447 2431 6.613E 02
	 131 . 2	 •02675	 10.462	 .0694
7a	 .062al 
. 001325 310.4	 009 11 * 50	 S* Pll
	
2.8098 5 . 43P4 6076 2761
-----------------
7 .557E 02
	 150.7	 .03029	 9 . 634	 .0679
..r
H8	 ► O yy l10	 . 001493
	
117*4 ,	 6all	 11.50	 4.544.. . 2.2521
'
- . 4 , 3590 ___ - 54A5 2914 7.992E 02
	 150 . 0	 •03323	 . 8. 4 06, 	 . 0632.._- - -:-_a
9h	 .044716	
.000 1se6 1111.6	 6239	 11.49	 4.140	 2.0222 3.9140. 5053 2943
__-------___-
8.064E 02	 1 45.0
	 *03503	 7.658	 .060310d _ .030 516 .000 4 46 11 9 .1- 60 7 5 11 . 53_ 3.5 92-1+ 7 355 -3 * 3592-4535 _ 2Q81- 8 * 160E 02-. 137.3 _.03791-6*646
--,_* 0562 r128	 •oc ► voa .000748	 100 •v 	 5x74 11.74	 2.78P	 1.6985 .4.2h75 3713 ?.650 7.151E 02
	 102.4	 .04003	 5.152
	 .0485 _ --1 4 2	 • 02F6i 7	.o q u b 76 lo3 . t.	 5aa3	 11.64	 2.531 - . - 1•b03H 2.9105	 . 3279. 2668 7.189E 02
	 98,2









































..-------------------- •- ------- •--------------------------
'---------•----------------.-----•`----•-•---------•---
	










... ..	 ._...-.	 .-._.._	
..------------- --------------------------------------------- ------- ------------------------
	
-___-----	
----------------- I ------ - ------------------------------------- - -------
1,.
.-....._.	 .... .. -	 .......	






























•------------ •---------- •------------  ------- .-..«----_'«-_-.«_.
'	 , f
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	17A'fF, n 	 11- 1-7^ - ---------	 ---------
rHGJ CT aUyyER VA354-21 F A ------	 "'--'s	 I
a '+ 07LD AIR Fg>7^gT1LIGt1,_LfN
T rfAaA / R1 01
-11 SHUTTLE nRejTL44 TFbT
NEAT TRA&SFtH DATA 114 / HHF-sT	 -----
	
til	 a?	 141- 96'	 07	 0$-	 010 .._ 011




- - 72 _ .6- ^284FS_^9enq ,157^ r. ..1?ASS
 _ell42f	 tl5 	025 ------ 026-------031------------'
	
TO • 54341 .?1479 .I R9? o
 .15476	 :^4 10_e11953^013p22^.09639 ^D72 7a--.Xo _0^09^1^I43B 0 . 062gQ 	a
	.12261 .10751 .DU347 .1 619 .13536 .09250 .07132 .
	


















.10639	 2103 .683(9	 067co
	 n 6 11 9 .07989
.0191#6	
.	
.	 N	 •----....	 2U ..50310 ,20203 .17»77 .13794_ .11!24 
--















4	 4c	 .106(!2 .04'9 TS .06003 .49431 .10730 .U7tl91 005428 .-5154 .07561 .06176
	 04775
	
l 2 ^. - 3 1 5 ,_•,2 1 1 4 1.....16171 -.12 7 25_ ,10321 _,0049 -._. 0" 62--O 9 147__.105514 -.Ufb03-_.05667 _.0 4adt}-_.07730_, 0e,8
 •_,04775	u
	72	 214 .061Ep .06
	
TI NE	 034•	 6313	 +►41	 U44 _
	 047	 U"
	 as?	 4153	 Q54	 655





.uF2 74 ,07700 •09347 .0571#6 .0`:23D •07267 006nlh .95000 .05149 .0450 -13732 .1012L.01#101--------
	
7a	
.0}018 .0 `507 -05677 .0!+245 .06233 . -Ojh90 60"eS -07009 .05763 •64242 .04555 •(!3'
494 .13387 _	 ---]	 4b	 .3cbb8 .05229 .G49 147 .05141 .04645 . Q2,P90 .09113	 0b?20 .05528 .03951
	 03479 .037Q2 -12542 .05506 .Wit'3
.. ........a
	
_ .9 4Y5 005144 -.PA65a_
.Q45 33_.a46y(_.at A7O._.•D 6G04, _.06639 . • 05275 :U37NZ - . 03 7y o 
- 
°93316 _ • 1t2hD,,4 y 329 _441 677
	 u
	107	





-p S 1 96 .03 1# 43 •03635 .03324 +1197d .00.941 .078460036'15_ .03714 ..41617 -079°.7 .06452 -05D Q2 oU4078 .03649 
-03427iz! ah5 .036
	 -.11878 -07- 741 •07648•,..
	
►^ 	 142	
.04320 .03959 .0353 •02974 .01475 -07743 *Oh336 •04977, .D3tl56 














	 071	 072	 U74












	 1534 . 09094 .08151




















1a4S0 -1000 .074911 .V7u90 .04110
	
10e	 .06310 
- Otic- 2{ 
.03240 .1?t344 - .09790
	 D'
00422 .16713 .095?.7 .07'384 .U68a3
	
•16792 .20133 .10521 
. .17387 ___-----_
...




.Qced3 .85939 .0311 a
 .131-5
	
.16799 -01975 -07270 .06746 .041U7 .16201 .19003 .1006 7 ..11658. ----
.D911H .07762 -16463 •00432 .07294 .06 2 72 .1# -15660 .18523 •05877 .08774142. __.!'5 0(19._.053 §_ .D3177__a12b55._.0'l70Q
	 1532D_.ORl49 -.07405 _.06dd3__-
0396
04123_-.15165__.18523 .0965 1_. 08774	 „-- -Ha
	







•02559 •OU857 .0042S .03270 -00832 •00204 .00155 -01348 -On780 




.02512 . .4Utl79 •00411
	





•U?4d5 -001*69 .00SHA .029n7 .00809 .00203 -DU203 .01326 -006A4 
. 004?2 000336 601049 -D6I93913 	 402393 -00-77 -.00376__ 902h49_r9079F_-0 0 205.--.00207_-01310 -. • 00 438.- • 00 4 33 .D0342 _ . 01026 _-00116	1015	 •02335 .00 1!54 .06357 .02134 -00760 .06265 .00211 •01310 -00&19 .U0 456 .0034[ •00477 -0uD,74
	
12d	 .u2287 ► 00 0 223 .G00 S5 .0?630 
. 00755.-.00206 900215. •01247 -00572 • UD480 • 003`0`1# • 00964 . 00049
___._	 "
	
142	 *U2201 -QOU00 
-00]Kd 602610 .00755 .00206 .00215 .01256 .00565 .00497 .00359 .00960 




































vie !E a T 1- 1-73-- -------------	 --------- ---------- --------------- --------- ------	 -
NRUJFCT +Jv'+NET1-
-VA354 :21FA-- _------_• -- -
ART la C. -	 - - - - I•-	 ------------------•--•--•--••------------ •-------------
---------- __- -----
---	 ~
ARN OLD AI R F0 0CE, STA T ICNs_TENN *
NASA / At 9 11 '!1 St4UTTLE OR 13IT6R TEST
►•EAT TR AhSFtk DATA	 1010kEF1 --- ------	 -- ---•----------- •----•---- ....-._ - ------	 .. -	 -	 - ----------------------------------------------------------- "





















•1?300 • 12400 -08100 .06300
-45600 .07050 .ph7DQ • 05380 -






















-16UD1 .12500. • Ioouo -.*00600 0060 00 -0 9 000 •10150 •07008 *05 R 00 •05000 -D6750 ..07 4 00 -*0 4 7u4 ......... _.0
. 40 500 .23;,00 .157nn •12007 • 0 ,600 .0t0U0
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